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How We Make UPK Work for Us!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome! This presentation will detail some of the specific steps we take to minimize UPK content development time. If you are not already an avid UPK user, this presentation may be also useful to keep in your back pocket as a reference tool while you gain experience with UPK.
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Before we start things off, let me introduce myself. I am Kelley Barton and I work for Florida State University. I attended FSU and earned a degree in education and have seen worked in educational content development, management, as well as done some instruction myself.  



Current enrollment 40,255 Over 13,000 employees

Florida State University
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Florida State University is located in Tallahassee, Florida. We have about 40,000 students and just over 13,000 employees. 



Florida State University
 UPK 3.5.1 - August 2009

 FIN 9.0 - April 2009

 HCM 9.0 - October 2008

 EPM 9.0 - October 2008

 OBIEE 10.1.3.4 - April 2009

 Portal 9.0 - November 2007

 Student System – Coming Soon!
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Presentation Notes
Here’s a run-down of PeopleSoft modules we currently run at Florida State. We first purchased UPK back in the summer of 2008 and recently upgraded our software to version 3.5.1 in August of 2009.  Currently, we have created UPK content for each of these modules. We are also in the process of assessing Campus Solutions to determine if it will fit our needs for a student system. 



Agenda

Prior to 
UPK

Acquisition 
of UPK

UPK 
Mastery!
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Just a brief overview of what we will discuss today. We’ll start with a quick tour of training prior to our purchase of UPK. Next, we’ll discuss some of the challenges we faced when first acquiring UPK, and then we’ll dig into some of the specific tricks we use to master UPK and really make the software work for us!



Training Prior to UPK

 Word document 
job aids

 Disorganized 
content/formats

 Instructor-led 
training sessions
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Training prior to the purchase of UPK primarily consisted of 2 formats – documentation and lecture-style classroom sessions. Pictured here is a sample of the Word document job aids we used. Each job aid (including all wording and screen shots) was manually created in Microsoft Word.  Any of you who have used Word for this process know exactly how cumbersome this was! In addition to the time-consuming, pain-staking creation process, each Word document had to be converted to a PDF before publishing to ensure users could not update the document. Once this process was complete, all needed updates and changes had to also manually created, then converted again, and republished. Once these job aids were finally published, they were uploaded to a department website. When a user needed to find a job aid, they had to search far and wide to locate it. There was no organization to the publication of the content. Each department owned their own job aids and formats; thus no two job aids necessarily looked the same or could be found in the same place. As you can imagine, end users experienced a great deal of frustration and difficulty in both accessing and understanding training documents. As far as classroom training sessions, these were typically held once a month by each department. Users either had to search for training documents or wait until the next scheduled training session to receive the guidance they needed.



What Do They Want?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the spring of 2008, we began to investigate a few different options that may help the university alleviate some of the concerns and issues end users faced with training. Before choosing a product, we realized it was vital that we choose a tool that would be accepted by end users. We also were fully aware that new tools would incur a large investment – both time and budgetary funds, which had to be spent wisely.To ensure we were giving the people what they wanted, we first had to ask them “What do you want?” We conducted a campus-wide survey and collected over 200 responses regarding how employees felt training could be made better. In the next few slides, we’ll discuss a couple highlights from this survey that swayed our decision to purchase UPK.



Easy access to all 
training documents, 

exercises, and materials
40%

Instructor-led 
classes

14%

Interactive, online classes
4%

At your desk 
training options

10%

Multiple formats of 
training materials 

(job aids, online tutorials, 
classroom training, etc.)

32%

Aspects of Training of Highest Importance 
to Survey Participants
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Here, participants were asked to rank which aspects of training were of highest priority. With a 40% vote, “Easy accessibility” ranked number 1, followed closely by “Multiple formats of training materials” at 32%. It was evident that campus users largely valued readily access materials and formatting options over instructor-led classes. UPK, as web-based training tool, allows web publication which can be centrally organized to promote accessibility of all training materials. UPK also promotes the use of various formats so users can learn according to their preference style and unique level of expertise.  
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Here, participants were also asked to rank training tools accordingly to effectiveness. Hands-on practice is largely valued to campus users, followed closely by visual demonstration, which scored above formal classroom training sessions.UPK will give users the ability to practice tasks hands-on in the “Try-It” and “Know-It” modes and allows visual demonstrations in the “See-It” mode.



So, Now What?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After considering a variety of training software tools, our university decided UPK would best fit our needs. 



Oracle User Productivity Kit

 Software used to record and play simulated online 
processes 

 Produces multiple publishing formats simultaneously:
 Simulation modes (See It, Try It, Know It, Do It)
 Printable guides 
 Testing documents

What is UPK?
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Presentation Notes
For those of you who are new to UPK here’s a little background. UPK is an Oracle product which stands for “User Productivity Kit.”  It is software that allows subject matter experts to record and play back a simulated online process. UPK has a variety of wonderful features which played a part in the purchase of this tool in comparison to others, but the most efficient feature (from a training perspective) is its ability to create multiple formats of training from a single recording session. An author can record a process one time and UPK will convert that process into 4 different simulation modes, multiple printable documents, as well as an array of testing scripts. As a content developer, this functionality is exceptional! It’s a “One and done” process!



Acquisition of UPK

 Limited resources

 Limited developers

 Learning curve

 Limited licenses

 Large need
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When we first acquired UPK, however, we did face a few hurdles. We faced limitations on all fronts. Only a few subject-matter experts were able to commit time to the acquisition of this new program.  In addition, we all faced limited time and resources as well as a learning curve involved in educating ourselves on how to use UPK. Furthermore, we only purchased a few licenses which had to be dispersed throughout campus, limiting its accessibility to developers. And lastly, there was an overwhelming need for changes to be rolled out to campus users as soon as possible. 



Our UPK Life Cycle

Education

Organization

DevelopmentPublication

Encouragement/

Communication
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In starting our journey to become UPK masters, we mapped out a plan as we went. The first stage of this plan became Education. Nothing could be done before we educated ourselves on how to use UPK properly. Also in this stage, building a cooperative learning environment for the developers was key. As we were all learning this new tool together, it was extremely important to foster a positive, collective team where questions could freely be asked and answers freely shared. As time has passed since the initial UPK training sessions, I have created a few documents purposed to aid a new developer in learning UPK. These UPK developer “How To’s” are available from the HEUG site, if you’re interested. Following education, is the organization stage. After we educated ourselves on UPK, it was time to think about creating some standards to uphold throughout all of the materials. Once you have created these standards, you’ll also need to communicate these to your developers to ensure everyone’s on the same page. Also, you’ll want to consider enacting a workflow path for created content. Whether it simply entails the developer and one expert approver or multiple approvers before publication, workflow functions as an in-depth review of the content before it reaches the end users. We currently encourage developers to have at least one other expert review and approve the content before it comes through me to be reviewed for standardization and publication.  Also in this area, you’ll want to consider how you will organize the published content. We created a central web site to house all content for easy accessibility. This third stage is where the actual content developed occurs. Once a developer has been educated and has an organizational process to follow, the content can then be created. The fourth stage here in our life-cycle is Publication. It’s vital that users are familiar with the published look and feel of UPK and know how to use these tools. To encourage UPK usage, communicate with end users and visit various sites on campus or departments to demo this product and show off some of the key features. This will also help to establish user buy-in and promote positive word-of-mouth communication from employee to employee. The last stage here is Encouragement. In comparison to some of these other stages, you may think this step is unimportant. However, it’s the most essential piece of the pie! As a facilitator, trainer, and UPK mentor it has become my objective to not only provide support to developers and users alike, but to also encourage them to continue using UPK, continue playing with its functionality, and continue educating yourself on its potential. For developers and users alike, it’s key that they use UPK frequently to retain their knowledge and increase their expertise. This is where the cycle begins again. Once you complete the encouragement stage, you should circle back around as you continue educating yourself on the tool and its uses. For each topic created, this process should be completed. Here-in we realized, this process takes time! And I don’t  know anyone who’s got extra time for all this…. 



“There's a way 
to do it better—

find it.”

- Thomas Edison
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We took a minute to stop and think…. Is there a better way – a faster way - to do this? And the answer is by-goly Yes!



Copy & Paste

Screen Edits

Auto Recording

Options

Time-Savers

Tips & Tricks
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Over the next few slides, we’ll discuss tricks you can use during UPK content development. These shortcuts are meant to save you and your developers time. We will briefly touch of each of these areas, however, I will not providing thorough instruction on how to use basic UPK functionality. 



Copy & Paste
 Step 1 – Locate and copy frame
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Presentation Notes
The first, and my personal favorite, trick I will show you is copy and paste. Please note that this functionality is only available in the latest version of UPK (3.5.1). If you are considering upgrading, this will be a great feature to use!In this example, I’ll show you how to copy from topic to topic. Copy and pastes can also be done from frame to frame, topic to topic, and text to text. These all work very similarly to this process. First locate the frame to copy.



 Step 2 – Open new topic, locate placement
Copy & Paste



 Step 3 – Paste!  
Copy & Paste



 Step 4 - Boom!
Copy & Paste



Copy & Paste Topics



Copy & Paste Topics



Copy & Paste Topics



Copy & Paste Topics



 Edit/Paint/Snag-It grayed out frames
Start Frame Edit



 Start Frame – Step 1  Go to Next Frame
Start Frame Edit



 Step 2 – Edit screenshot 
Start Frame Edit



Start Frame Edit
 Step 3 – Edit as needed



Start Frame Edit
 Step 4 – Save & Close



Start Frame Edit
 Step 5 – Automatically imports changes into UPK!



End Frame Edit



Only available in 3.5 + versions

 Setup: Tools> Options> Recorder

 Record screens without pressing “PrintScreen” 
between each step! 

Automatic Recording



Automatic Recording



Automatic Recording



 Developer 
 Image Editor

 Auto-populates Paint 
as Image Editor

Options



 Content Defaults 

 Screen Resolution
 Frame Delay
 Text (Font, size)

Options



• Preparation!
• Map out navigation
• Outline Example
• Address Errors

Before 
Recording

• Minimize Tool Tips
• Protect employee 

confidentiality
• Scrolls/highlights

While 
Recording

• Edit screen shots 
before inserting 
explanations

• Copy and paste
• Snag-It shortcuts

Editing

Time Savers



And the Reward…



 Reduces Development Time

 Simple creation of procedures 
 Produces relevant, simulated experiences 
 Delivers content in multiple formats from a single 

recording session 
 Designed for non-technical, subject matter experts 
 Automatically records text for each recorded step 
 Automates repetitive PeopleSoft terminology

Benefits of UPK



 Reduces Costs

 Replaced the need for HR training database
 Equips staff to confidently perform daily tasks 
 Enables just-in-time training accessibility
 Reduces frequency staff are out-of-office for training 
 Supports and encourages individualized, self-paced learning 
 Eliminates wait time between classroom trainings 
 Reduces need for printed paper
 Reduces the need for repetitive attendance in training sessions for 

users who experience difficulty completing tasks
 Integrates off-site campuses and staff

Benefits of UPK



 Improves Results

 Enables mobile just-in-time problem-solving
 Directs users to relevant content via PeopleSoft Help 

links and object recognition
 Emphasizes “whole picture” knowledge through 

integration of business policies, other related 
information, glossaries, etc. within content

 Builds user confidence
 Protects confidential data

Benefits of UPK



Classroom Training Attendance
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Dates: 	Before UPK – May 2007 – April 2008	After UPK – June 2009 – Feb 2010



Consider This…



 Imbedded Logos
 Standards
 Content Development Workflow
 Centralized Training Website

 UPK links
 Printable step-by-step guides
 Classroom training registration
 Security roles information
 Help ticketing system links
 FAQ’s
 Contact Information

Things to Think About
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Show website if time



 Limited Browser Compatibility
 Required Browser & Settings for Do It mode

 Miscellaneous Known Issues
 Network/Domain-related
 Dual monitors
 Snag-It
 Know It mode bubble placement
 Multiple Installed UPK Versions

Caution



 My Oracle Support
 HEUG Listserv/Peers/Contacts
 Oracle UPK Forums

 “No Template”
 “UPK unexpectedly terminated”
 “Profile already in use”
 Print It mode download errors

Resources
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Early adopters – little knowledge base/contactsNew product

https://support.oracle.com/CSP/ui/flash.html�


 Developer How To Guides
 Florida State University UPK Standards
 Florida State Training Website
 UPK Browser Compatibility Chart

FSU Resources

http://omni.training.fsu.edu/�
http://omni.training.fsu.edu/New-to-OMNI/Online-Tutorial-Browser-Compatibility�


Questions?



Contact Information

Kelley Barton

E-mail: ksbarton@admin.fsu.edu
Phone: 850.645.1473



This presentation and all Alliance 2010 
presentations are available for download 

from the Conference Site

Presentations from previous meetings are also available
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